
Assistive Technology
We’re a leading supplier of Assistive Technology equipment and
software. We can also provide expert training to help you get the most
out of them.

Assistive technology equipment and software enable disabled and neurodivergent 
individuals to carry out certain tasks that might otherwise be challenging or impossible. 
Used to support and enhance their productivity, this technology empowers individuals to 
independently complete tasks.

Why use us?
We understand that there is a vast range of assistive technology available, and making the 
right choice can seem overwhelming. This is why we are on-hand to offer advice and 
guidance to help you find the right solution for you.

Over the years, our team has come to recognise which products suit which difficulties best 
and have extensive knowledge of every technology. If you ever have any questions or 
queries, neurobox can answer them.

No matter whether it’s workplace adjustments you're looking for or additional assistive 
technology, we have everything you need in one place. We are proud of our holistic 
approach that caters to a vast audience and guarantees you'll find what you are looking for.

Types of Assistive Technology Products 
There are many different types of assistive technology available that have been designed
to help overcome many types of difficulties. Some examples of these are:

Speech/voice recognition software
Text-to-speech software
Note-taking
Mind-mapping

Screen readers and magnifiers
Wireless microphones and transmitters
keyboards
visual impairment

Shop Assistive Technology software and
hardware in our neuroshop.

Let's talk hello@neurobox.co.uk

https://neurobox.co.uk/neuroshop/
https://neurobox.co.uk/workplace-adjustment-support/assistive-technology-training/
https://neurobox.co.uk/workplace-adjustment-support/assistive-technology-training/
https://neurobox.co.uk/neuroshop/


Assistive Technology Training
We provide a remote or face-to-face training programme that’s tailored
to your specific learning style, job role, and challenges. This means you
can access the benefits of the technology and effectively apply them to
your job role. 

Our trainers have extensive knowledge of Access to Work software and equipment,
including text-to-speech, speech-to-text, all-in-one literacy support software, mind-mapping,
notetaking, etc.

Dragon Professional 
Texthelp Read&Write
ClaroRead
MindView
Inspiration
Global Autocorrect 
Glean
Global Tasks

ZoomText 
SuperNova
Orcam
Livescribe
Phonak Range
TalkType
Mind Genius
Caption.Ed

Shop Assistive Technology software and
hardware in our neuroshop.

Dragon NatuallySpeaking Scripting
We provide a remote or face-to-face training programme that’s tailored to
your specific learning style, job role, and challenges. This means you can
access the benefits of the technology and effectively apply them to your job
role. 

Benefits
Creates customised Dragon voice controls to enable you to perform all the
actions needed in any application. This can be crucial in applications that Dragon
does not support.
Adds an additional level of efficiency to applications that Dragon does support by
combining multiple processes into one simple voice command.
Helps those who have difficulty remembering processes or need to reduce the
time certain tasks take.

Let's talk hello@neurobox.co.uk

https://neurobox.co.uk/neuroshop/
mailto:hello@neurobox.co.uk
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https://neurobox.co.uk/workplace-adjustment-support/dragon-scripting/



